
Interviewing:

Strategies, Techniques, & 
Tactics

The standard view of 
qualitative interviews:

• the interviewee expresses their (subjective) 
experience

• “conduit” model of language

• at the same time, the interviewer uses the 
resources of everyday conversation

• “joint production” model of language

• We should be consistent in our model of 
language

• language is not a conduit or container of 
meaning

• language is not a single system of 
representation

• the pragmatics of language are primary

• the poetics of language: how words suggest a 
way of seeing

Wacquant

• there is no single ‘native’ point of view, but multiple 
competing viewpoints

• members don’t have a ‘point of view,’ they are actors 
with ontological complicity

• this can be articulated discursively only within limits

• we must avoid disembedded reconstruction

• instead a (re)construction of how people represent 
themselves to themselves and others

• based on knowledge of the field, its positions, and 
members’ trajectories and dispositions

• illusio: intuitive belief in the value of the game



• The interview is an encounter between two 
forms of life

• “complicity”: the interviewer is a stranger to 
whom things must be explained, justified...

• the interviewee offers instructions to see 
that guide the imagination of the interviewer

• to have an impact on the interviewer

• that show who they have become in their 
form of life

Interviewing Strategies: 
Decisions about Plot, 

Scene, & Cast

Plot

• The purposes and objectives of the 
interview

• to elicit extended discourse: an account

• about a form of life

• (not about abstractions, or beliefs...)

• (not about generalities...)

• Time

• soon after an event?

• give advance notice?

• multiple interviewees may talk to each other

• Place

• minimize inhibitors

• pick neutral territory

• ensure privacy and quiet

• use the place to facilitate recall

Scene (time, place, 
definition of situation)



• Situation

• both comfort and symbolism

• make introductions

• explain your credentials, purpose

• explain the selection of interviewee

• offer anonymity

• explain the tape-recorder

• test the tape-recorder

• the interviewee:

• key informants

• special respondents

• representative respondents

• the interviewer:

• overt characteristics: age, gender...

• personality: flexible, intelligent...

• role: insider, outsider; superior, 
subordinate...

Cast (who)

• should be:

• relevant

• easy to answer

• require more than a yes-no response

The first question:

• Verbal & non-verbal behavior to communicate a 
question and motivate an answer

• Silence as a technique

• avoids interruption

• creates a mood and pacing

• Verbal techniques

• describe the context?

• use common words?

• Define the scope of the question

• broad leaves the topic open

Techniques:



Dimensions of Scope
Question Actor Action Scene

A What? Unspecified actor Happened
General topic of 

interview

B Why or 
How?

You Do (overt)
Restricted part of 

this topic

C Where or 
When?

Others (in 
general)

See, feel, or think 
(covert)

Restricted 
location

D How much? Specific others
Specific ‘doing’ 

verb 
Specific object or 
a specific situation

E Did...? Specific others
Specific ‘thinking/

feeling’ verb
Specific event or 

situation

Type AAAA:  Tell me what happened during your inservice training?

Type ABBD:  What did you do in class yesterday afternoon?

Type EDCE:  Did your aide feel Paul was misbehaving when he let the 

frog loose?

• an essential part of your technical tools

• manifest in tone of voice, facial expression, 
gestures

• attitude to the interview:

• take responsibility for the questions

• attitude to what you hear:

• don't express shock or embarrassment

• be non-judgmental

• show interest, sensitivity, and appreciation

• communicate an attitude of critical analysis

• show interest in the interviewee as a person

Your attitude:

• Sequential patterns of techniques

• Topic scheduling

• order

• transitions

• Questions within a topic

• funnel sequence: narrowing scope

• useful to avoid imposing a framework

• inverted funnel sequence: broadening scope

• useful when interviewee lacks interest 
or recall

Tactics:

1. silence

2. encouragement:  "Hmmm!"

3. asking for immediate but general elaboration: "...and then?"

4. reflection:

• echo what was said

• interpret what was said

• summarize what was said

5. ask for immediate & specific clarification

6. ask for retrospective elaboration:  "A while ago you said..."

7. recapitulation: "At the start you said..."

8. ask for retrospective clarification:  "What was the first 
thing...?"

9. mutation: introduce a new topic

Probing 



• to remember what has been covered

• to note specific words

Probe Notes

• turn off the tape-recorder

• the situation is redefined

• builds morale and confidence

Informal Post-Interview

• a division of labour in the interview

• the interviewer plays a more active and 
explicit role

• teaching the conceptual structure

• so the questions make more sense

• theory informs method

Pawson (1996): the 
theory-driven interview
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FIGURE I: Structured interviews
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Although the scope of this paper is sounding ever more grandiose, I do

not pretend to further the Mertonian or Millsean thesis here. I actually

have a very modest ambition, in respect of but one example. Methodo-

logical writing on 'interviewing' typifies what I have been saying here

(technically-driven, two main styles and a mid-way compromise). The

paper suggests we begin to parley. What if we give theorists the

responsibility to design an interview? What might they come up with?

OLD ANTAGONISMS

In one way or another, in order to get their data, sociologists end up in

talking to people. Thus, despite possibly being the most inspected piece of

social interaction, researchers remain at loggerheads on how to harness

the flow of information that emerges from these dialogues. I refer, of

course, to the battle lines between 'structured' and 'unstructured'

interviewing and as a preface to attempting to transcend this distinction, I

reduce a few decades of argumentation between the two to the following

couple of paragraphs.

Figure I represents the flow of information in the more formal,

structured approaches. The subject's ideas and the subject matter of

investigation are one and the same thing. The rationale is to provide a

simple, neutral stimulus in order to tap the true 'responses' or true 'values'
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FIGURE II: Unstructured interviews
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of individual subjects. The usage of an identical stimulus with all

respondents is said to allow for proper comparison to be made across the

entire field of potential viewpoints. Critics of such an approach stress that

the researcher's conceptual system is imposed entirely on the flow of

information. The subject's response is limited entirely to a set of

operational fragments. Set questions and predetermined response cat-

egories offer little opportunity to question, or even understand, the

researcher's chosen theoretical framework.

Figure II represents the flow of information in the unstructured

(qualitative) interview. The subject'S ideas and the subject matter of

investigation are one and the same thing. Data collection has the task of

creating a conversational setting in which the information provided is

faithful to the frame of reference of the respondent. The investigator

offers minimal steerage of the research topic within broad areas of

discussion as they seem appropriate to each respondent. Critics ofsuch an

approach stress that the information collected in such a situation is diverse

and discursive and thus hard to compare from respondent to respondent.

Researchers are accused ofselecting from this massive flow of information

and thus fitting together small fragments of the respondent's utterances

into their own preferred explanatory framework. Whilst the data is

supposed to emerge in 'mutual' understanding, the researcher's theory is

never clearly on view to the subject.

This particular opposition has proven more dogged and less prone to a

• the interviewee is not the subject

• the subject is the theory

• (For Pawson a theory is an explanation in 
terms of underlying mechanisms)

Rethinking task and 
positioning

• scholarship & savvy

• researcher: 

• knows contexts and outcomes

• interviewee: 

• knows 'causes'

• (reasoning, choices, motivations)

The division of labor
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FIGURE V: The theory-driven interview
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Here we reach the crux of my argument. In my suggestion of such a

division of labour, the reader may be experiencing a sense ofdeja vu and a

corresponding disappointment. Do not the convential (purist or pluralist)

models of the interview acknowledge the difference between 'factual' and

'attitudinal' questions or between 'institutional' and 'affective' domains,

and lay down a rather well-worn technical apparatus for tackling each -

namely the 'structured' and 'unstructured' interview? Well, yes indeed

they do, but the whole point I am making is that these distinctions actually

misunderstand the division of labour between researcher and informant,

and thus misspecify the requisite technical apparatus. By leading with

theory, we can come to a better understanding of the division of expertise

in the interview, which I try to capture in Figure V and which is distinctive

in bringing to the fore two erstwhile hidden feature of data collection

namely: a) the teaching-learning function and b) the conceptual focusing

function.

Fear not, dear reader. Although Figure V may look the demented

scribbling of a city-centre traffic-flow planner, it does in fact depict an

information flow which is common to all interoiews. This flow needs to be

understood clearly and then manipulated sensitively if we are to locate

subject's knowledge into sociological explanations. The information

highway on the model remains a good old-fashioned structured question



• Q: “The course helps inmates reject their 
criminal past”

• “But to reject your criminal past, I'm not 
rejecting it. I’m not rejecting what I've 
done, but you don't reject it do you, you... 
you take it and you... you step on from 
there and you try and learn from it. You 
don’t go, well you don't know. It’s a part 
of... it’s a part of you.”

• Shows a tension about education...

• metaphors contain important messages...

Example:

• “The subject is saying in effect ‘this is how 
you have depicted the potential structure 
of my thinking, but in my experience it 
happened like this ...’” (p. 306)

• “They talked about their world in my 
language”

• questions are not stimuli of responses

• nor are they invitations to reflect on 
experience

• they represent the interviewer's 'theory'

• the researcher's efforts to explain

• and invite the interviewee to inspect and 
give an informed and critical account of 
them

Key methodological 
point:

Analysis

• An articulation of your understanding

• Reading the elements of the text

• Explicating your reading

• Correcting and communicating it



My question:

• “Is there anything in particular that’s been 

moving you towards more activities where 

the kids are moving around?”


